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News media, especially television, appear to be assuming an ever larger role 
in vital affairs of state. For example, the first major ~te~atio~l crisis following 
the cold war saw endless jostling by Washington and Baghdad to score 
propaganda points during the months leading up to Operation Desert Storm, 
which led Newsuxek to declare that “TV has once again become the water in 
which world events swim.“l CNN’s live coverage of the Persian Gulf War led 
some diplomats to declare that the lifeblood of the ~plomatic trade--the cable 
traf%c between embassies and foreign ministries-was mostly dead. “It’s useless 
for us to report what is happening,” one unidentified European diplomat 
remarked, “when everyone in our capital sees it all on television. By the time 
you’ve coded your cable, they know as much as you do.r’2 

In addition, some of the bloodiest battles that heralded the collapse of 
communism during the 198‘+1991 period were fought over television facilities. 
Notable examples include the Soviet-Lithuanian battle over the television broad- 
casting tower in Vilnius, where at least fifteen people were killed and hundreds 
were injured in January 1331,3 and the failed attempt by Nicolae Ceausescu’s 
security forces, in the midst of the popular revolt against his regime, to seize 
Bucharest television in December 1989.4 

1 Jonathan Alter, “Hand-to-Hand Video Combat,” N eu.vzzeIz, Sept. 10, 19!GQ pp. 18-19. 
2 Sarah Booth Conroy, “Diplomacy: Is It Down the Tube?” Washington Post, Mar. 10, 1991. 
3 See Michael Dobbs, ‘Soviet Trcops in Lithuania Launch Atrack on TV Tower,” Wmbi?Zgtn*a Posh, Jan. 

13, 191; Fences X, Clines, *‘~~~a~, Improvising, Resume TV Brcradcasts,“ Nm Yo& EWES, Jan. 19, 
1991. 

4 See John Kifner, “Rumanian Revolt, Live and Uncensored,” Nau Yo& Times, Dec. 28, 1989. 

Kevin J. MU%mara, a former journalist and congressional aide, is an adjunct scholar of the Foreign Policy 
Research institute. 
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It is the particular relationship between US. foreign policy and the 
ubiq~litous American media that troubles many scholars, including the authors 
of the books considered here. Recent U.S. foreign policy seems to confirm the 
suspicion that television news dictates the U.S. agenda, as Washington lurches 
from one global crisis to the next, hot on the trail of televised images of suffering 
or conflict that may have aroused pity or alarm in the American public. From 
Ethiopia to Kurdistan, from Somalia to Haiti, through Rwanda and Bosnia, 
Washington has reacted with public hand-wringing, relief efforts, token military 
strikes, and peacekeeping troops. Such responses indicate that these crises do 
not threaten America’s security as much as they tug at American hearts, supporting 
the claim that televised images prompt U.S. initiatives overseas. 

Even ABC News anchovy Ted Koppel agrees that television sometimes 
appears to call the shots, but he blames the White House for not having a 
foreign-policy agenda that would substitute for televisions. “Television brought 
home the images of starving Somalis, leading to the American-led United Nations 
rescue operation,” according to Koppel. “That operation, in turn, led to the 
deaths of U.S. servicemen. The image of one of those men in particular, the 
dead ranger being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu, created a backlash 
that led to the withdrawal of most U.S. forces. Television got us in, television 
got us out.“5 This state of affairs has so vexed policymakers that they have felt 
compelled to address the issue. Secretary of State Warren Christopher told a 
Senate committee that “television images cannot be the North Star of America’s 
foreign policy.t6 Members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee summoned 
Koppel and CNN executive vice president Ed Turner for what Congretiond 
Quarterly called “a friendly lecture.“’ Instead, Koppel lectured the committee, 
criticizing the Bush and Clinton administrations for not developing foreign 
policies that could guide the cameras. “When an administration fails to set forth 
a clear agenda of its own, it will become the prisoner of somebody else’s,” said 
Koppel.8 

The Balance of Power 

In Lights, Came-a, War, Johanna Neuman details how administrations 
can inadvertently cede agenda-setting power to the news media. Her examination 
of the impact of CNN and other media technologies on international relations 
is a welcome refutation of the myth that CNN’s global news offers a radical 
departure from international relations as we know it. 

Regarding Somalia, Neuman points out, 

5 Ted Koppel, “The Perils of Inf@Demcaxy,” New York! ?l:ws, July 1, 1994. 

6 R.W. Apple Jr,, “An Opportunity to Reshape Policy,” Nau York Times-, Feb. 8, 1994. 

7 iMary E. Kortanek, “When Pictures Make Policy,” Co?zg%&bnal QzuHe& Apr. 30, 1994, p. 1078. 

8 Ibid. 
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The truth is more textured. If television pictures nEone compelled Bush to intervene in 

Somalia, then they shoukl hdVe had a similar impact in the Sudm, where the starvation 

was equally devastating, the #tires equally horrific, and, at first, equally in evidence 

on CNN. If Clinton had wanted to use political capital to explain to the American 

public why the lJnited States was in Somalia, if he had used the l>~dly pulpit of high 

office to make a case that the United States had an obligation to stay, he could have 

countered the weight of those pictures from Mogadishu (p. 21). 

By not doing these things, Neuman says, “Clinton allowed the pictures to 
dominate. It is not inevitable, or even desirable, that leaders cede this power 
to television. It is also not the fault of television” (p, 21). 

Whether the U.S. foreign-policy agenda is established at the W’hite 
House or at CBS, in other words, is a function of political leadership, “Television 
only provides a lens,” Neuman says. “Leadership provides the focus” (p. 178). 
She points out that 

while technology has enabled faster feedback from the public in matters of war and 

pcdcv, while it has speeded the deliberative process and shortened reaaion tirnr, while 

it has written a new job description for dipblats and given the public a sense of 

being there, it has not, in the end, changed the ~lnc~~n~~~als of poiitical leadership 

and international governance fp. 16). 

After chapters examining the impact of the telegraph, the printing press, 
photography, telephones, film, radio, and television, she concludes, 

Technology changes everything and nothing in international affairs, rev(~l~itioni~ing the 
way in which nations and peoples interan without impading the core of their relations, 

influencing diplomacy and war at the margins while keeping intact their principles. In 

the confrontation between political leadership and media technology, there is no contest. 

Tn every age from the French Revolution of 1789 to the Soviet coup of 1991, media 

technology is a partner to change, not its instigator (p. 265). 

A few caveats: The book’s subtitle is a bit misleadiig. Neuman foczlses 
less on international politics than on U.S. foreign policy. And because the book 
is not, strictly speaking, a history, the material is not as well organized as it 
might be. For instance, she moves backward from CNN to the telegraph and 
Gutenberg before reversing gear and moving forward through World War II 
and cyberspace. Neuman also freely ranges among the wars, revolutions, coups~ 
and diplomacy in which America has been involved. But these are very different 
phenomena. Might new media techylology have one kind of impact on war 
and another on diplomacy? 

Consider war. Most journalists profess impartiality when they report the 
news. Like Switzerland, some even proclaim neutral status in war, as American 
television journalists did in the Persian Gulf conflict.” Yet television, by its vef)r 
nature, may be a non-neutral force. New York Times television analyst Walter 
Goodman has suggested that “given its inherent fascination with faces rather 
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than causes, with personal loss rather than national gain,” television, in addition 
to spurring charity, can be a “deterrent” to war. lo Television’s biases can also 
lead it to downplay major threats to global peace while lavishing attention on 
coups in small countries. Because television focuses more on personal stories 
than on national interests, starving Somalians and wounded Haitians have 
received much more attention than the growing threat of war on the Korean 
peninsula. The Korean crisis provides few exciting visuals, while Somalia and 
Haiti offer the dramatic carnage of small-arms fire and famine. In terms of its 
ability to threaten U.S. interests and worldwide stability, the Korean crisis is 
vitally important yet receives much less attention on television. That diverts 
American attention from a major threat to world peace and American interests. 
Such inherent media biases could have been more fully explored in Neuman’s 
book. 

Or consider diplomacydefined by Harold Nicolson as the “manage- 
ment of international relations by negotiation”‘l---which appears to be the form 
of statecraft most vulnerable to news media pressures. As Neuman states, 

Speed-the kind of instantaneous communication made possible by the telephone--is 
not an advantage in diplomacy, as it is in journalism and war. Speed is the enemy, 
hastening decisions, locking in initial reactions, minimizing room for negotiation. 
Diplomats understand, as few professions outside the lawyers’ bar, the strategic 
importance of delay. There is even an adage among diplomats, “Tie is on the side 
of diplomacy” (pp. 108-9 

Yet because diplomatic negotiations are typically conducted either behind closed 
doors or through routine transactions, they receive much less attention than do 
wars and insurrections. Neuman argues briefly that although diplomats should 
not hesitate to engage in debate to rally public support, they should also 
vigorously defend the need for deliberation and secrecy. 

Setting the Agenda 

While diplomacy could have received more attention in Neuman’s book, 
it is the sole subject of Marc Genest’s case study, Akgotiating in the Public Eye, 
which focuses on the American media’s influence on the 15X31-87 negotiations 
between Washington and Moscow over intermediate-range nuclear missiles in 
Europe. Using both quantitative and qualitative analysis, Genest offers convincing 
proof that American media do indeed establish the agenda for U.S. policymakers. 

The agenda-setting thesis is credited to Bernard Cohen, who argued 
that the press “may not be successful much of the time in telling people what 
to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to think about.“12 
Most social scientists continue to subscribe to this theory of the media’s role in 

10 Walter Goodman, “The Iraq Contlicz on American TV,” New York Times, Sept. 17, 1‘990. 
11 Harold Nicolson, Diplomacy, 3rd ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 4. 
12 Bernard Cohen, 7he Pm and Foreign Policy (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton Univenity Press, 13631, p. 13. 
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policy making, but it has come under criticism from two revisionist schools of 
thought. The “agent-balling” school credits public opinion with the prepon- 
derance of power over policymakers, arguing that news media influence the 
nation’s agenda only to the extent that the public accepts or shares the media’s 
agenda. The “agenda-reflecting” school gives the greatest weight to policymakers, 
arguing that media merely reflect or relate the government’s agenda, passively 
~~nsmi~ing it to the pubiic. 

Genest studied 2,000 minutes of reports on intermediate-range nuclear 
forces (INF) broadcast on the ABC, CBS, and NBC evening news programs, as 
well as a random sample of 10 percent of the 4,800 articles, columns, and 
editorials on INF that appeared in the 1%~ York Times and Washington Post. 
He then interviewed at least twenty-two journalists and policymakers who 
reported on or were directly involved in the INF negotiations. Through a rigorous 
analysis of his own data and the tenets of the three schools of thought on press 
influence, Genest shows that the new revisionist schools fail to explain the 
enormous influence the media had on the INF negotiations. 

From its first year in office> the Reagan administration was under attack 
by anti-nuclear activists for its decision to deploy intermediate-Lange nuclear 
weapons in Western Europe to counter similar Soviet weapons, At the same 
time, the American news media gave widespread and sympathetic treatment 
to the anti-nuclear movement’s zero tolerance for nuclear weapons. In a brilliant 
public relations move, the administration co-opted this point of view by proposing 
the “zero option,” which called for removing all inte~ediate-range missiles 
from both Warsaw Pact and NATO countries. It should be noted that the zero 
option also provided a shield behind which the Reagan administration could 
implement its security policy, which was to match Moscow’s intermediate-range 
missile deployments in Europe. It was up to the Soviets to decide whether that 
“match” would take the form of a deployment of NATO missiles to counter 
Soviet missiles or the withdrawal of all such weapons from Europe. But by 
making “no nukes” official U.S. policy, by waging an aggressive campaign of 
public diplomacy on behalf of this option, and by sticking to it even after the 
Soviets walked out of the negotiations in Geneva, the Reagan White House 
managed to deflect criticism from a hostile news media while earning high 
praise for sticking to a “tough negotiat~g position, a position Moscow finally 
accepted when M&hail Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan signed the INF Treaty 
in 1987. 

Today, Reagan administration offtcials concede that the “zero option” 
was devised almost entirely for its public relations value. Patrick Gly~, a former 
staffer at the Reagan-era Arms Control and ~isa~ament Agency, told Genes& 
“Arms control is 90 percent public relations, It’s a public relations exercise. The 
Reagan administration understood that better than the preceding administration” 
(p. 142). The zero option on INF thus was designed specifically for the appeal 
it was expected to have for the media and the public. Richard Perle, the author 
of the zero option, considered the proposal’s strongest selling points to be its 
simplicity and its potential for favorable coverage by the press. 
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At the time, American press opinion reflected a strong bias in favor of 
arms control in general and an INF accord in particular, says Gene%. This 
sentiment influenced Reagan administration policymakers, who could not de- 
termine exactly what public opinion was on INE. “The administration had no 
clear arms control strategy in early 1981. The press responded with a fairly 
strong critique, and the administration introduced the zero option as a means 
to relieve this pressure from the media,” according to Genest (p. 142). “If this 
was indeed the case,” he asks, “what better evidence of press impact-and the 
agenda-setting power of the press-than a policy designed specifically for its 
effect on and consumption by the media?” (p. 161). Genest’s case study also 
confiis Neuman’s thesis regarding the critical importance of political leadership 
in a media age: “The success of the Reagan Administration in INF could be 
attributed to the fact that officials listened to and understood the power of the 
media on arms control and INF from the outset” (p. 163). 

An Elite Market 

While Stephen Hess concurs that the media occupy a position of power 
in relation to U.S. foreign policy, he offers little in the way of a novel thesis 
regarding the state of America’s foreign journalism. Instead, in Intmationd 
News and Foreign Correspondents, he presents mountains of raw data regarding 
foreign correspondence (and correspondents), having persuaded hundreds of 
current and former correspondents to respond to detailed surveys; analyzed 
24,000 television, news magazine, wire service, and newspaper reports; and 
visited twelve overseas news bureaus and the foreign desks of twelve U.S. 
news organizations. Much of the data he collected are reproduced in tables 
and appendices, which will be very useful to researchers, though virtually all 
of the information was collected in 1992 or earlier. 

Hess’s data confii that knowledge of foreign affairs is very much a 
currency of the elite. 

The United States, as is evident in attitudes about international news, is one nation 
and two media societies. One society is awash in specialized information, available to 
those who have the time, interest, money, and education to take advantage of it. The 
other society encompasses the vast majority of Americans, who devote limited attention 
to subjects so far removed from their necessary concerns (pp. 4-5). 

Not only is international news consumed by an elite group of Americans, it is 
produced by an elite group of news organizations. Among newspapers, Hess 
found, 

Wtually all foreign correspondence, some of it superb, was coming from seven 
[newspaper] groups whose total daily circulation was 11 million, or less than 20 percent 
of the average daily circulation of all American newspapers (p, 3). 

While ABC, CBS, and NBC are closing bureaus, CNN is opening them 
and in 1992 had as many reporters stationed overseas as the three networks 
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combined. Hess discovered that as a result of CIW?‘s growth, as well as a greater 
reliance by the networks on correspondents who “parachute” into foreign crises, 
the percentage of the evening prime-time newscasts devoted to international 
affairs (roughly a third) “has not changed markedly since the 1970s” (p. 8). 
(However, half of these overseas stories are about American citizens or U.S. 
foreign policy.) 

American media also increasingly depend on freelancers and foreigners 
to serve as their eyes and ears overseas, Hess reports. While freelancers comprise 
only 30 percent of the roughly 1,500 reporters who work for U.S. media overseas, 
he says, ‘Using freelancers carries implications about news organizations’ ability 
to stand behind the integrity of their product” (p. 72). Likewise, the use of 
foreign-born journalists, who constitute about 15 percent of the total, raises 
questions regarding <‘what effect, if any, they have on the type and emphasis 
of the news that reaches the U.S. consumer” (p. 74). 

A Muzzled Fourth Estate? 

Far from the other authors’ view of a robust, influential media, Ted 
Galen Carpenter depicts a press shackled by the government. Though in his 
preface Carpenter says IThe Captive Press “explores the conflict between the 
demands of national security and the requirements of a vigorous, free press” 
(p. ix), it quickly becomes clear that he believes the conflict is over and the 
press, having lost, exists as a mere captive of government power. His argument 
is not persuasive. On a theoretical level Carpenter’s warnings are well taken. 
But on the practical level they are highly exaggerated. The American press is 
not the lapdog he contends. And it is more than the watchdog he thinks it 
ought to be. In canine terms, the press is more like a junkyard dog. 

Carpenter’s skimpy anecdotal evidence that the news media obediently 
go along with LJ.S. foreign-policy initiatives and their accompanying restrictions 
on the First Amendment is sharply contradicted by mountains of data compiled 
by the Center for Media and Public Affairs, which studies how the media report 
news. Bosnia, for instance, was the second most heavily covered television 
news story of 1995, as well as the top ~temational news story that year, 
according to the center’s tabulations of 13,617 reports broadcast on the evening 
news programs of ABC, CBS, and NBC. Yet 70 percent of news sources who 
offered an opinion criticized the Clinton administration’s Bosnia policy in 1995.‘j 
Likewise with Haiti, one of the top television news stories of 1994, 88 percent 
of news sources were critical of Clinton’s Haiti policy prior to the d~ploynlent 
of I_J.S. military forces to the island and the reinstatement of the deposed 
president, Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Even after these seemingly positive develop- 
men&---and no matter what one thinks of the wisdom of Clinton’s Haiti initiative, 
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it appears to have achieved its stated aims-66 percent of assessments of 
America’s Haiti policy on the evening news were negative.14 

Furthermore, Carpenter devotes an entire chapter (“The Press as Gov- 
ernment Lapdog: The Gulf War Model”) to cultivating the already pervasive 
myth that the American media covered the Persian Gulf War in a manner that 
was largely if not entirely favorable to Washington. “The Bush Administration 
not only carried off a spectacular military success in the Gulf War . , + but it 
achieved an equally speczacular success in taming and managing the news 
media” (p. lSS>, Carpenter claims. 

This thesis lacks credibility because the many subsidiary claims on which 
it rests are largely untrue. For instance, Carpenter writes: 

When Saddam Hussein sent his forces into Kuwait on August 2, 1990, most journalists 
and editorial writers reacted with a mindset conditioned by four decades of Cold War. 
With rare exceptions, they reflexively accepted the administtation’s policy assumptions 
(pp. 185-86X 

Yet during the military buildup in Saudi Arabia and throughout the campaign 
to liberate Kuwait, more than one-half of all television sources who debated 
the merits of using force delivered antiwar opinions, according to the Center 
for Media and Public Affairs.‘5 During the period of actual combat, moreover, 
ABC, CBS, and hBC broadcast fifty-four stones on antiwar protests and only 
twenty-eight stories on pro-war demonstrations, despite the fact that a Times 
Mirror poll released at the time showed that three times as many Americans 
had attended pro-war rallies as had attended antiwar ral1ies.l” 

“Television viewers,” Carpenter claims as another example, 

were treated to hours of videotape depicting the wonders of laser-guided “smart-bombs” 
that could take out bridges or hit Baghdad’s military command-and-control centers 
while leaving civilians largely untouched. Indeed, there was almost a video game 
quality to the imagery-as though only electronic “targets” were being destroyed, not 
human beings (p. 211). 

The videotapes were a much discussed novelty, but according to the center’s 
tabulations of television news coverage, the most frequently televised images 
of the Persian Gulf War were not of combat or of military casualties but of 
damage and injuries inflicted on civilians.” In fact, the civilian damage caused 
by the allied bombing campaign led to criticism from nearly three out of every 
five sources on the three major networks--giving Washington an evaluation 
only slightly more positive than that of Baghdad.‘” 

Carpenter also errs by tending to overlook practical considerations. For 
instance, while he sees the press “pool” system of reporting the Persian Gulf 
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War as a “subtle form of restriction” (p. 172) of the media, he fails to consider 
what other options were available to either the Pentagon or the appro~ately 
1,600 media representatives sent to cover the conflict. John Fialka, who covered 
the war for the Wall Street Journal and wrote a book about the media’s role 
in that conflict,” pointed out that reporters could avoid the press pools and 
military escorts. But these so-called “unilaterals” were no better able than their 
colleagues to cover the ba~e~eld action owing to the rnob~i~ and speed of 
the armed forces. The best known of the unilaterals, Bob Simon of CBS, was 
taken prisoner by Iraq. 

Overall, Carpenter’s criticisms appear to be rooted in the deeply 
ideological aversion of an avowed libertarian to the exercise of government 
power, which is admittedly never more obvious or fearsome than in war. His 
point that government claims of national security can imperil a free press is 
well founded. He offers an especially prudent warning to policymakers who 
would too broadly expand government power and limit American freedoms 
on behalf of an interventionist foreign policy. Yet quantitative studies show that 
the American news media consistently take an adversarial approach to U.S. 
foreign policy, regardless of which political party controls the executive branch 
and even when U.S. policies achieve their aims. Carpenter’s book is thus a 
necessary but insufficient contribution to the debate over the proper balance 
between our aspirations at home and our responsibilities abroad. 

Conclusion 

‘The first commandment of American foreign policy,” according to i%e 
Economist, is that it “can be moved only as far or as fast as domestic politics 
will allow.“20 Yet domestic politics regarding foreign policy is governed by the 
opinion of elites--in the media, the academy, government, and business. The 
average American consumes a negligible amount of foreign news, a condition 
Hess attributes to the indifference of most newspaper readers and television 
viewers, as well as the willingness of news producers and editors to take their 
cues from the herd. And this indifference determines the status of IJS. foreign 
policy in the media. 

Con%ming Hess’s research, the most recent national opinion survey on 
U.S. foreign policy conducted by the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 
shows not one foreign-policy concern on the public’s top ten list of problems 
facing the country.‘” &en among the leadership elite surveyed separately by 
the Gallup Organization, only one foreign-policy issue appeared in the elite’s 

19 See John Fialka, Hold Wawkm: Covering the Gulf War (Washington, D.C.: Wcoclrow Wilson Center 

Press 1001) pp. 45-53. > I 
20 Lexington, “Into the Valley of Fear,” 7l.x ‘%onomlst, Oct. 13, 1990, p. 30. 
21 John E. RieUy, ed., Am&cm Public Opinion and U.S. Forei@? Pdic~i 1995 (Chicago. 111.: Chicago 

Council on Foreign Relations, Ic995i, p. 11. 
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top ten concerns-“foreign relations” in general-and it ranked tenth, mentioned 
by only 7 percent of the respondents.22 

The American media have seized on this void of public interest and 
involvement to confront the political leadership over international issues, usually 
with hostility. The media have claimed to hold the proxy vote of public opinion 
and thus the right to shape the agenda for America’s foreign relations according 
to their own priorities and biases. 

But the irony, as Neuman and others point out, is that no such proxies 
have been signed, and political leaders retain the power to shape 
foreign affairs in defiance of the media by seeking the support of the 
public directly, What leaders need more than the media is a message. 

22 Ibid. 
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